
french champagne

moët & chandon brut impérial nv - épernay 799
balanced and harmonious with mellow flavours and a subtle finish.

moët & chandon rosé impérial nv - épernay 899
zestful suppleness, spontaneous and balanced emphasising fruity liveliness.

veuve clicquot brut yellow label nv - reims 899
forceful and finesse. white fruits, raisins, vanilla then brioche with lingering 
aromas of fruit and spice.

veuve clicquot brut rosé nv - reims 1,050
elegant and generous, with initial aromas of fresh red fruit (raspberry, 
wild strawberry, cherry and blackberry) leading to dried fruit and biscuit.

local bubbles

krone rosé cuvée brut nv - western cape 275
matured on lees and handcrafted throughout. sassy and refreshing with 
hints of berries and a sensual mousse.

glass 55

pierre jourdan belle rose nv - franschhoek 259
delicate, yet generous with persistent strawberry flavours and aromas
of fruit and spice.

glass 53

l’ormarins brut nv - franschhoek 265
delicate peach hue. constant stream of fine bubbles. appealing aroma of 
candied apple, citrus pith and light flinty, limestone nuance.

glass 55

steenberg 1682 brut chardonnay- constantia 350
on the nose, this 1682 brut chardonnay exhibits aromas of granny smith 
apples and honey brioche with a fresh, lively palate. 

glass          72
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sauvignon blanc
steenberg the black swan - constantia 350
the black swan shows notes of honeydew melon, zesty lime marmalade 
and cape gooseberry on the nose, while the palate complements the 
aromas with white peach, spicy green peppercorn, tart granadilla, candied 
lemon and fresh fig leaves. 

glass 110

springfield life from stone  - robertson 240
life from stone has the good fortune to have all these three concentrating 
factors in its favour – thus the unmatched complexity of a great wine.

glass 82

warwick professor black - stellenbosch 245
an abundance of tropical fruit, pear, grapefruit and lime aromas on the 
nose that carry through to the palate. the mouth feel is crisp, yet rich and 
fruity.

glass          83

ken forrester reserve - stellenbosch 182
sleek and suave with brash varietal fruit and a sophisticated dry finish. glass         62

ataraxia - hermanus 235
this wine favours individuality and minerality ahead of pure, pungent fruit, 
but still shows alluring tropical fruit, citrus and lemon grass aromas.

glass         79

neil ellis groenekloof - darling 195
predominant flavours are those of tropical fruit with herbaceous overtones, 
whilst the overall impression is of elegance and delicacy with a long 
flavoursome finish.

glass         67

chardonnay
edgebaston - stellenbosch 220
lime, floral fruit with clean minerally lines and great acid balance touches 
of wood at the back.

glass 74

the stellenbosch reserve - stellenbosch 260
aromas of zesty citrus fruit, lemon curd and a hint of crushed oyster shell 
follow through to a palate redolent of fresh lemons, limes and grapefruit. 

      glass 89

glen carlou - paarl 245
vibrant and fresh with hints of tropical fruit, citrus and balanced oak. 100% 
barrel fermented.

glass 82
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chardonnay continues
warwick first lady unoaked - western cape 195
a great mix of citrus and melons on the nose, easy drinking wine. 
great accessibility.

glass          67

le riche - stellenbosch 299
crisp, lemony freshness, balanced by lively acidity and firm structure on the 
palate. 

glass           99

white blends & other white varietals

sutherland viognier roussanne - stellenbosch 260
this blend exhibits sun-dried apricot and petal aromas, with rosemary and 
marzipan undertones. the wine has excellent texture and complexity; a 
perfect accompaniment to mildly spicy dishes.

glass 87

haute cabrière chardonnay pinot noir - franschhoek 215
a blush of pink, a bouquet of peach and ripe fruit with a long, firm 
aftertaste.

glass           72

black oystercatcher white pearl - cape agulhas 280
this exceptional food wine brings the best of both, the gooseberry fruit 
flavours and minerality of our sauvignon blanc and the aromatic 
creaminess of our semillon, with touches of citrus and ginger. 

glass          99

springfield estate miss lucy- robertson 255
a unique blend bursting with citrus pamplemousse flavours and an ample 
mouth feel, yet is remarkably moderate in alcohol.

glass           85

kleine zalze vineyard selection chenin blanc - stellenbosch 210
concentrated aromas of peach, lime and litchi fruit. ripe layers of fruit, both 
combined with subtle wood with elegant acidity.

glass          71

babylonstoren chenin blanc - paarl 180
a light crisp, elegant dry wine that is fruit driven and juicy. it is unwooded 
and refreshing with lovely guava and melon flavours, rounded off with a hint 
of freshly cut grass and packham pear undertones.

          

thelema riesling - stellenbosch 190
made in a german style, with a fragrant, spicy nose. this wine is slightly 
sweeter than normal, with lower alcohol (12.44%), and will develop 
complexity with cellaring.

glass           65
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off-dry & rosé  

babylonstoren mourvèdre rosé - franschhoek 205
red fruit and strawberries; romantic, playful afternoons and evenings. glass 69

waterford rose-mary blanc de noir - franschhoek 199
the well integrated natural acid leads to an elegantly tangy mouthfeel with 
a characteristic dry finish. the low sulphur levels are definitely a positive 
factor of this wine.

glass 67

de grendel rosé - durbanville 150
lovely red berry, strawberry and watermelon aromas. a dry finish with 
a crisp refreshing natural acidity.

glass          52

warwick the first lady  - stellenbosch 179
delicately pink, bursting with pomegranate, strawberry and watermelon.  
bone dry, yet soft, lush and almost voluptuous on the mouth. fresh acidity 
will keep you going back for more.

glass          60

cabernet sauvignon

springfield estate whole berry - robertson 325
whole berry maceration is followed by fermentation with natural yeasts, 
racking and one year’s maturation in oak barrels. the result is a velvety wine 
with softer tannins and classical varietal characteristics.

le riche - stellenbosch 385
spicy oak and ripe cherry flavours are balanced by soft, elegant tannins 
with a firm structure and a lingering, succulent aftertaste.

edgebaston - stellenbosch 275
cassis, dark pure fruit with ripe generous tannins that have married 
beautifully with its wood component.

glass 92

warwick first lady - western cape 195
red berries and sweet black currents, complemented by sweet vanilla and 
chocolate oak background and pleasant herbal undertones.

glass 67

kleine zalze vineyard selection - stellenbosch 285
aromas of black cherry, cassis and cigar-box, opens up with dark fruit on 
the palate, complemented by full yet fine-grained tannins.

glass 95
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merlot

meinert - stellenbosch 285
an intense mix of ripe cherries, minerals and chocolate aromas. 
voluptuous, soft and rich with a firm, long finish.

glass          95

glen carlou - paarl 215
the palate is characteristically velvety with fine dry tannins and a long 
savoury finish. 

glass 72

thelema - stellenbosch 310
this wine has lovely berry fruit flavours and a fine woody structure. 
can be enjoyed now, but will gain in complexity over the next few years.

villiera - stellenbosch 185
a big wine with hints of plum and chocolate supported by tannins and oak. glass 62

creation - walker bay 375
on the palate, rewarding dark chocolate and mocha combine with 
generous ripe berry flavours, supported by the firm structure derived from 
judicious oak maturation.

steenberg - constantia 350
this merlot displays notes of plum and mulberry with an earthiness and 
velvety texture supported by a fine tannin structure and acidity.

glass 117

shiraz

neil ellis groenekloof - darling 219
elegant but concentrated palate with underlying cedar spice and a finely 
balanced tannin structure.

glass 75

reyneke biodynamic - stellenbosch 319
plum fruit and raspberry notes dominate the nose leading into subtle 
aromas of violets, fynbos and fennel spice. the palate shows a vibrancy, 
youth and freshness.

zandvliet estate - robertson 225
ripe complex nose with flavours of plums, prunes and aniseed with hints of 
mixed spice.

glass 77
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shiraz continues

vergelegen - somerset west 257
violets, spice, chocolate, black and red berry fruit on the nose. elegant on 
the palate.  the tannins are ripe and soft and the wine  has a long clean 
finish.

glass 87

pinotage

diemersfontein - wellington 265
on the nose an explosion of mocha coffee, black chocolate and roasted 
nuts with undertones of caramelized banana and blackcurrant.

glass 89

meinert printer’s ink - stellenbosch 297
medium structure with a rich, full-bodied yet elegant mid-palate and a 
clean fresh finish.     

glass 99

southern right - hemel-en-aarde valley 399
full ripeness and the longer hang-time afforded by cooler sites, combined 
with the complex, more classic fruit aromas and structure resulting from 
clay-rich soil, make this wine a highly individual expression of south africa’s 
unique grape variety.

pinot noir

creation - walker bay 385
cranberry with earthy charry notes. nose is backed with a fantastic poised 
but silky concentration and power.

haute cabrière unwooded - franschhoek 215
the beautiful ruby red colour is indicative of the red berry aromas, which 
follow through to the palate showing enticing, concentrated ripe cherry. 

iona mr p - elgin 295
elegant, fresh cherry and red berry nose, with undergrowth melange. the 
palate is pure with lovely texture and sweet cherry fruit dominates with spicy 
undertones. the wine is fresh and intense with real vibrancy.

glass 99
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red blends & other red varietals
black oystercatcher cabernet/merlot - cape agulhas 285
attractive nose of concentrated red berry fruit with hints of spicy aromas. 
full bodied on the palate, this vibrant wine is elegant, well-structured and will 
partner any occasion

glass          95

warwick three cape ladies - stellenbosch   340
prune and berry compote aromas as well as peppermint chocolate and 
sandalwood. the pinotage is soft and sweet while the merlot and shiraz offers 
a subtle spiciness. the cabernet sauvignon is the backbone of the blend.

babylonstoren babel - paarl 235
this dry, full-bodied red wine is a fusion of blackcurrant and spice with a hint of 
chocolate, with sweet tobacco and fynbos on the nose. 

glass          79

spier creative block 5 - stellenbosch  305
juicy plum, spicy black olives and black cherries tantalize the nose. 
ripe cherries and plum show on a richly rewarding palate with subtle 
oak-derived flavours of cinnamon and cloves.

the chocolate block - swartland 425
fruit blossom, spices and almond flavours abound on a well-textured 
palate with a rounded finish. this red blend has a lingering aftertaste with 
subtle wood flavours.

glass 142

rupert & rothschild classique - franschhoek 310
inviting cranberry and raspberry aromas with an earthy, mineral focus 
and a lingering cinnamon and walnut finish.

glass 105

seriously old dirt - paarl 485
a delicious blend that offers an abundance of aromas, including fresh red 
fruit, chocolate and cherry preserve.

dessert wine
klein constantia vin de constance - constantia glass 99
deep, orange-gold in colour, with marked viscosity. intense and complex nose of 
dried apricot and peaches. luscious, concentrated, sweet fruit flavours on the 
palate are balanced by fine acidity, and followed by a very long, flavourful finish

CORKAGE CLAUSE 
R125 per 750ml bottle local still or sparkling wine

R200 per 750ml bottle Champagne
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